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A'BSTRACT

A.bsorbed dose to graphite in electron beams with nominal energies in the range 3-20 MeV
is determined by measuring the temperature rise in the core of a primary standard graphite
calorimeter. This temperature rise is related to absorbed dose by a separate measurement
of the specific heat capacity of the graphite core. There is, however, a small but significant
al1t\ount of heat lost from the sample in the determination of specific heat capacity and cor-
rel:tions for these losses are required. This report discusses the sources of heat loss in the
mleasurements and, where possible, provides estimates for the magnitude of these losses. For
those mechanisms which are significant, a more realistic model of the measurement system is
anlalysed and corrections for the losses are provided.

Rcldiation from the sample to the surrounding environment was found to be the major source
of heat loss in the measurement of specific heat capacity. The rate of heat loss by this process
w;as at least one hundred times greater than the rate by any other process. A more realistic
model of the measurement system (in which radiation was the only form of heat loss) indi-
cated that, with a linear fit applied to the post-heating sample data, the extrapolated tempera-
ture rise requires a correction of 1.0003:!: 0.0001 (95% C.L.) to obtain the expected temperature
rise of the sample. A correction of 0.9999:!: 0.0001 (95% C.L.) is required when a quadratic fit
is used. The model and actual measurement system were found to agree to within a factor of
rnro.
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1 INTRODUCTION

TJl1e National Physical Laboratory (NFL) is about to launch a new absorbed dose to water cal-
ib'ration service for electron beam radiotherapy. The service will be based on a primary stan-
d.ud graphite calorimeter which will measure absorbed dose to graphite in electron beams
with nominal energies in the range 3-20MeV. Absorbed dose to graphite is determined by
m.easuring the temperature rise in the graphite core of the calorimeter as it is being irradi-
at:ed. This temperature rise is related to absorbed dose by a separate measurement of the
specific heat capacity of the graphite core. A factor is then applied to convert the calorimetric
m.easurement of absorbed dose to graphite to absorbed dose to water.

TJ:le largest non-random uncertainty in the measurement of absorbed dose to graphite with
tl1le calorimeter is that associated with the specific heat capacity of the graphite core (approx-
m:lately 0.7% (at 95% C.L.) compared with a total uncertainty of 1 % (95% C.L.». An attempt
has therefore been made to determine this value more accurately and is described in detail
b~r Williams et aI.I .The specific heat capacity I CSI of a given sample is found by dissipating a
kJ1own amount of electrical energy E in a sample of known mass ms and measuring the conse-
ql1ent temperature rise ~T. The specific heat capacityl csl is then obtained using the following

e'cpression:
E

4 -" AT (1)
ms~

ml an ideal measurement system, all the energy applied to the sample contributes to the tem-
perature rise. However, in practice, there is a small amount of heat lost from the system by
various different processes. An estimate of these losses is therefore required to correctly de-
tE1rmine the specific heat capacity of the sample. The purpose of this document is to discuss
tl1le mechanisms of heat loss that are occuring in the measurements of specific heat capacity
and, if possible, provide an estimate of the magnitude of these losses. For those losses that
a~'e significant, a more realistic model of the measurement system is analysed and corrections
f~lr the losses are provided. This report is meant to be read in conjunction with the report by
\\illiams et al! in which details of the experimental apparatus design and construction are
gjven. This document will concentrate on the analysis of heat losses in the sample/jacket mea-
Sllrement system presently used in the experimental setup. Two other measurement systems,
a'so considered during the course of the work, are analysed in Appendix 1.

C.=-

2 HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISMS

TJttere are three distinct mechanisms by which heat is transferred from one body to another:
convection, conduction and radiation. A brief overview of each process will be given in this
SE!ction before analysing these mechanisms in the measurement of specific heat capacity.

2Jl NATURAL CONVECTION

T4~mperature gradients in a fluid cause variations in density from one point to another. Under
gJravity, these density variations setup pressure gradients which can drive fluid flow. This
circulation leads to convective heat transfer, as warmer fluid in one region is displaced by
c~)oler fluid from another. This is the dominant mode of heat transfer across air gaps under
dormal atmospheric pressure conditions. Bosworth2 has reported the results of an experimen-
tau investigation of natural convection in air between horizontal and vertical parallel plates

,
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at different temperatures. These results were expressed in terms of a dimensionless Rayleigh
number R in the form:

R = ad3AT (2)
where 6T is the temperature difference across the parallel plates (in K), d is the distance be-
h.veen them (in cm), and a is the convection modulus of air (in cm-3 K-1). When the Rayleigh
number satisfies the inequality:

R < 1620 (3)

no natural convection occurs. For air at 27°C and at atmospheric pressure, a has a value of
100 cm-3 K-1. Since a is proportional to the square of the densityl , the inequality in (3) may
be rewritten in the form: ( p )2 16.2

760 < ~ (4)

w'here P is the air pressure in millimetres of Hg. These conditions represent a very crude
approximation to the system used to measure specific heat capacity and so the inequality
in, (4) will be used to deduce whether losses by natural convection are significant.

CONDUCTION2.2

Conduction is the diffusion of heat along temperature gradients in a body as a result of inter-
molecular collisions. The rate at which heat flows along this temperature gradient (dEl dtlc)
is governed by the heat equation which can be written in the form:

,
1 dE l-= kA 1\ .VT (5)

dt c

w:here k is the thermal conductivity of the medium, 1\ is a unit vector normal to the cross-
sectional area A, and VT is the gradient of the temperature (in the direction of heat flow). In
one dimension, this equation simplifies to the form:

":;t dE l dT -=-kA- (6)

" dt c dx

where dT / dx is the temperature gradient in the x direction. For conduction between two
pliane-parallel isothermal surfaces at temperatures T and To (T > To) with a constant temper-
atlllfe gradient, the heat flow equation can be expressed as:

CI dE
lc' dt c = -hcA(T -To) (7)

where hc is the conduction heat transfer coefficient which is proportional to the thermal con-
d\Jlctivity k. For two isothermal parallel plates:

k
hc = d (8)

where d is the separation of the two plates. This expression will be used to estimate the heat
flo,w along supporting strings and connecting wires in the measurement system. For heat
flo,wing radially between concentric cylindrical surfaces3 :

k (9)
t"j hc = r In(l +d/r) ,-,

where r is the inner cylinder radius and d is the separation of the cylindrical surfaces. The
above equations will be used to calculate the conductive heat losses through air in the absence
of natural convection between the surfaces-that is, provided the inequality in (4) holds.

2
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2.3 RADIAllON

Heat transfer by radiation involves the transport of electromagnetic energy from one body
to another. The laws of thermal radiation take their simplest form for a blackbody. A black-
body absorbs all the radiation in the thermal spectrum falling upon its surface, reflecting and
tJ~ansmitting none. It is also a perfect radiator emitting energy at a rate depending solely on
i1:s surface temperature. For a blackbody at an absolute temperature TK, the rate at which
energy is emitted as radiation (of all wavelengths), dEl dtlr,bb is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann
IclW:
I dE l-= A(J"~ (10)

dt r,bb

'1rhere A is the surface area of the blackbody and (J" is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, which
has the value 5.67 x 10-12 W cm-2 K-4.

lJ1 general, however, the radiation falling on a material surface will be partly transmitted and
r4~flected, and only partly absorbed. For this surface, the total radiation emitted at an absolute
t4~mperature T can be expressed in terms of the blackbody radiation at the same temperature
and E, the total emissivity of the surface:

The total emissivity, £, is defined as the ratio of the energy emitted by the surface to that which
",'ould be emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature. Highly polished metallic surfaces
t~~nd to have the smallest emissivities at room temperature and should be used wherever
possible if radiative heat transfer is to be reduced. The emissivity of a surface also depends
s1lightly on the surface temperature: however, for the small temperature ranges considered in
tJ1is work, the emissivity is practically constant.

U1 a similar way, the fraction of incident radiation energy absorbed by the material surface is
f4~ferred to as the absorptivity, (I, of the material. The total absorptivity of a body is closely
f4~lated to its total emissivity, and, at thermal equilibrium, they are the same according to a
~eneralization known as Kirchoff's law.

The analysis of radiation losses in this work will consider the net rate of radiative heat transfer
between a suspended body and its enclosure. A closed cavity or enclosure with walls at an
absolute temperature To is filled with radiation having a spectrum characterised by To alone,
and independent of the cavity wall material. A blackbody introduced into this cavity absorbs
all incident radiation, and radiates at a rate appropriate to its own temperature T. At thermal
equilibrium, T is equal to To and the rates of emission and absorption are equal.

Since the sample and enclosure are not in fact 'black' and the temperature of these bodies are
Ilot equal, the final expression for the net rate of heat flow between the two bodies will be
~ery complex since it must account for the many partial absorptions and reflections of the
~adiation at each surface and also the different geometries. One can, however, express the net
~ate of heat flow as follows:
I ~Ir = AaF(r -TO4) (12)

vI/here F is a function of the emissivities of the two surfaces and their geometries, T is the
absolute surface temperature of the suspended object and To is the temperature of the enclo-
sure. An approximation to the factor F for an object suspended in an enclosure is given by

3
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1'able 1 Typical values for various key quantities in experimental measurements with
the sample/jacket system.

M:cAdams4 .This is used in the present work and takes the form:

(13)

where E is the emissivity of the object and E{) is the emissivity of the enclosure; A and Ao are the
total surface areas of the object and enclosure respectively. If A ~ Ao, then F is approximately
eqlual to E, and the enclosure behaves like a blackbody.

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS3

Typical values for various key quantities in the experimental measurements are given in Ta-
bll~ 1. These values will be used in the analysis of the sample / jacket system to estimate the
m,agnitude of heat lost by the different processes mentioned above. The temperature rise of
thle sample along with the pre- and post-heating temperature drifts for one particular set of
mleasurements are also given for completeness. The value quoted for the specific heat capacity
of graphite Cs was obtained using the expression, Cs = 644.9+ 2.94To(OC), quoted by Williams

et aI.I

CONVECTION LOSSES IN THE MEASUREMENTS4

Consider the inequality given in equation (4). For the measurements being considered! , d
can be taken to be the separation between the surface of the sample and the graphite jacket.
Niitural convection will not occur at atmospheric pressure (P = 760 mm Hg) provided that LlT
is less than 1.1 DC. Temperature differences of this magnitude do occur between the jacket and

4
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p.arts of sample in the measurements, particularly during the heating period, making convec-
ti'Dn losses possible at this pressure. The enclosure is evacuated in the measurements. At a
p:ressure of 10-3 mm Hg (below which the fluid model of air breaks down since the molecular
Irlean free path of air exceeds the separation of the surfaces d) the inequality in (4) is satisfied
b:"f a factor of 1011. Indeed, the actual pressure used is less than 10-6 mm Hg and so natural
convection is physically impossible.

5 CONDUCTION AND RADIATION LOSSES IN THE MEASUREMENTS

'n~ese are the dominant modes of heat loss from the sample to the environment in the mea-
s\uement of specific heat capacity. There are in fact various different routes by which heat is
transferred to the environment. Each will be examined in turn in this section to determine
w.hich contribute most significantly to the observed heat losses.

Sjl CONDUCTION LOSSES BETWEEN SAMPLE AND SURROUNDING AIR

An initial estimate of the conductive heat losses from the sample to the surrounding air may
be obtained using the one dimensional expression (from equations (7) and (8»:

I dEI kair dt c = -dA(Ts-Tj) (14)

H:ere, one assumes that the sample and the graphite jacket form two plane parallel isother-
mlal surfaces with a constant temperature gradient between them. Taking the average sur-
f'1ce temperature of the sample to be 16 mK above the jacket temperature (as observed in
t~le measurements), that is, T s -Tj = 0.016, and the thermal conductivity of air, kair, to be
2~41 x 10-4 W cm-l K-l (at 1 atmosphere), then the average rate of heat loss by conduction to
t~le surroundings per unit surface area of the sample will be approximately 2x10-6 W cm-2 (or
8:>< 10-5 W from the whole sample surface). This value could increase up to 2 X 10-3 W cm-2 on
p4irts of the sample near the heating thermistor during the heating period where sample-jacket
temperature differences may be as high as 25 K.

A slightly better estimate to the one dimensional case for conductive heat losses may be ob-
tained by assuming the sample and jacket take the form of two isothermal concentric cylinders
\\jith a constant temperature gradient. The conductive heat flow equation for this geometry
i~ given by (from equations (7) and (9»:

"I" ~ I -kair
"";;',, dt c--rln(l+d/r)A(Ts-Ti> (15)

These calculations are valid for a conducting medium of air at 1 atmosphere (760 mm Hg) and
O°C whereas in the experimental measurements an air pressure of < 10-6 mm Hg is used. The
thermal conductivity of air is proportional to the following factors3:

kair OC P V ).. Cv

where p is the density of air (proportional to the pressure), v is the mean molecular velocity
(independent of pressure), A is the mean free path between molecular collisions (inversely

5

w'here r is taken to be the radius of the sample. In this case, the average rate of heat loss by
conduction from the sample is 3 x 10-6 W cm-2 (or 1 x 10-4 W from the whole surface) with
pleak losses of up to 4 X 10-3 W cm-2.
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proportional to the pressure), and Cv is the heat capacity at constant volume. The thermal
Ci:>nductivity, kair, is therefore independent of the pressure, as long as the mean free path is
sJmall compared to the separation of the two surfaces (that is, the air behaves as a fluid).
f[owever, as the pressure is reduced, and the mean free path becomes comparable to the
separation of the surfaces, the intermolecular collisions become less frequent and the above
equation no longer holds. Instead (at pressures below approximately 10-3 mm Hg), Laughlin
aJrld Genna3 have shown that the heat transfer coefficient, hc, for air (which is proportional to
tile thermal conductivity) becomes:

hc = 9.2 X ro-3p

w.here P is the air pressure in mm Hg. As one would expect, the heat transfer coefficient
for free molecular motion is independent of the separation between the two surfaces. This
equation is valid for plane parallel surfaces and is also an adequate approximation of hc for
concentric surfaces. With an air pressure of 10-6 mmHg, hc has a valueof9.2x10-9Wcm-2 K-1,
and the average rate of heat loss by conduction from the sample to the surrounding air will
bE~ approximately 2 x 10-10 W cm-2 (7 x 10-9 W from whole surface) and up to 2 X 10-7 W cm-2
nE~ar the heating thermistor during the heating period.

5.2 CONDUCnON LOSSES THROUGH CONNECTING THERMISTOR LEADS

n\ese losses are estimated for a number of different temperature distributions in the sensing
arId heating thermistor leads and initially assume the heating wires are not coiled around the
sample. The effect of coiling these wires around the sample, as in the experimental setup, to
reduce heat losses is investigated later in Section 5.2.3.

5.:~.1 Steady state temperature distribution

nle simplest model for conduction through the connecting thermistor leads assumes that the
en.ds of each wire form two plane parallel isothermal surfaces with a steady state temperature
distribution existing between them. If there are no other mechanisms of heat transfer in the
system, then the steady state temperature distribution, T w(x), along the wire satisfies Laplace's
equation in one dimension:

d2I dx2 (T w(x) -Tj) = 0 (18)

w]:\ere x is the distance along the wire. By solving this equation and applying boundary
conditions, the steady-state temperature distribution in the wire for this model is found to be:

I~
\. L

T w(x) = T s - x

where T sand Tj are the temperatures at the sample and jacket end of the wire (assumed fixed),
and L is the total length of the wire. Taking the length of each sensing thermistor wire to be
5c:m and the temperature difference between the ends to be 16mK (the typical temperature
difference observed between sample and jacket), the rate of heat loss by conduction through
each sensing thermistor wire is 5.5 x 10-7 W (using equation (6) with equation (19». In the
case of the uncoiled heating thermistor wires (each of length 32cm), where the temperature
di:fference between the ends reaches approximately 25 K during the heating period, the rate
of heat loss through each wire could be as high as 1.4 x 10-4 W. After the heating period, how-
ever, the temperature of the heating thermistor rapidly returns towards the average sample

6
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b~mperature. The heat lost by conduction through each heating thermistor wire during the
p'eriod after heating is therefore expected to be the same as for the sensing thermistor wires.

}~ better estimate of the heat losses by conduction through the connecting thermistor leads
may be obtained by extending the above model to include radiation losses from the wires.
(I)ther heat loss mechanisms such as natural convection from the wires and conduction be-
t1Neen the wires and the surrounding environment will be negligible according to the anal-
yses in Sections 4 and 5.1). Using equation (6) (for conduction losses in one dimension),
equation (12) with (13) (for radiation losses) and the conservation of energy, the steady state
t«~mperature distribution, T w(x), at a distance x along the wire for this more refined model can
be shown to satisfy the following differential equation:

~,here Tj is the temperature at the jacket end of the wire. The parameter a is defined as
follows:

J. 80'ewT3 a2 = J
(21)r kww

""here 0' is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ew is the emissivity of the thermistor wire(l) (=
0.075), rw is the measured radius (3.78x10-3cm) and kw is the thermal conductivity of the wire
(== kcu = 3.85 W cm-l K-l). Solving this differential equation for T w(x) and applying boundary
conditions gives the following expression for the steady state temperature distribution in the
""ire:
f T w(x) = Tj + ~ sinh (a(L -x)) (22)

~There T s is the temperature at the sample end of the wire. A plot of this temperature distribu-
tion is shown in Figure 1: the steady-state distribution ignoring radiation losses is also shown
for comparison. As can be seen from these distributions, when radiation losses are taken
irlto account, the rate at which heat is conducted along the wire varies along its length and
iEi greatest near the point of contact with the sample. Evaluating the rate of heat flow at this
point provides an estimate of the rate of heat loss by conduction from the sample along the
connecting thermistor leads. Using equation (6) with the temperature distribution in equa-
tion (22) and evaluating at x = 0, the rate of heat loss from the sample along each sensing
tJlermistor wire is 5.8 x 10-7W and along each uncoiled heating thermistor wire (during the
heating period) is 3.3 x 10-4 W.

The rate at which heat is conducted through the other end of each thermistor wire (that is,
at x = L) is also found in a similar way. Here, the conductive heat flow rates in the sensing
and heating thermistor wires are 5.4 x 10-7 Wand 5.8 x 10-5 W respectively. From the original
analysis, the difference in the conduction rates at the ends of each wire corresponds to the
r.3.te at which heat is lost by radiation from the wire (by conservation of energy). Thus/ in
the sensing thermistor wires, approximately 7% of the conducted energy is lost by radiation
~,hereas, in the uncoiled heating thermistor wires (during the heating period), up to 83% of
the conducted energy is radiated. These radiative heat loss values depend significantly on the
value of Ew used for the thermistor leads. For example, with Ew equal to 0.20/ the proportion
of conducted heat lost by radiation from the sensing and uncoiled heating thermistor leads
ll:lCreaSes to 18% and 97% respectively.

(l)For the purpose of this work, the emissivity of each thermistor lead was assumed to be the same
as the emissivity of copper. Ideally, the emissivity of the enamel insulation coating the leads should
b,e used instead but this data was not available.

7
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Figure 1 Steady state temperature distributions with and without radiation losses in the
thermistor leads.

The question that remains is how relevant is the assumption that steady state conditions exist
in the connecting thermistor leads. As a rough indication of how long it takes to establish
equilibrium conditions in the wires, one can compare the total heat content in the wire, Ew,tot
'with the rate at which energy is conducted into the wire from the sample, dE/dtlc,w' both
I~valuated in the steady state. Now:

Ew,tot = 1C~PwCw ~L (T w(x) -TV dx

,.vhere Tw is the radius, Pw is the density (8.96gcm-3) and Cw is the specific heat capacity
(385 J kg-l K-l) of the wire. For the steady state distribution given in equation (22), Ew,tot is

~;iven by:
-2 (cosh(aL)-l)Ew tot -ttr WPwcw(T 5 -Tj)- inh L' a s (a)

~\Tith a defined as before (equation (21». Dividing Ew,tot by dEl dtlc,w gives:

Ew,tot'rss = dE~

a quantity having the dimension of time. Based on this equation, the time 'rss for the heating
thermistor wires is 128 seconds. This is much greater than the sample heating time (typically
15 s) and so it is clear that one must consider the time dependent temperature distribution in
t11e wires.

5,,2.2 Time-dependent temperature distribution

As in the previous section, we again assume that the ends of each wire form two plane parallel
isothermal surfaces at temperatures T sand Tj and that conduction and radiation are the only

8
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Figure 2 Temperature distribution in the thermistor leads at different times.

heat transfer mechanisms in the wire. Then, by conservation of energy, the time-dependent
te~mperature distribution, T w(x, t), in the wire satisfies the following differential equation:

w'here a has the same definition as before (equation (21» and /3 is defined as:

~
kw

/3=

w'here Pw and Cw are the density and specific heat capacity of the wire. Solving this equation
for T w(x, t) and applying boundary conditions at the ends of the wire (assuming an initial in-
st:antaneous temperature rise at the sample end), the time dependent temperature distribution
irl the wire has the form:

exp (-(O~t) sin T 1
2 ~

-LL n=l

T w(x, t) = Tj + (T s -TV [Sinh (a(L -x» n1!/L

a2 + (nn/L)2sinh (aL)

where a>n is defined as follows:

a2 + (nn / L)21 rl12 -""n -f3 ,.- -,-, --.'--'I

']he temperature distribution, T w(x, f), has been expressed in terms of the steady state distribu-
tion derived in the previous section (equation (22» with a time-dependent term that vanishes
as t ~ 00. A plot of this temperature distribution with distance along the wire at different
times is shown in Figure 2. From these plots, one can deduce that the rate of heat flow by
conduction along the wire near the point of contact with the sample (that is, at x = 0) is ini-
tilally infinite (as expected for an instantaneous temperature rise) and then decreases rapidly
towards a constant steady state value (discussed in the previous section). Evaluating the con-
dluctive heat flow rate at this point for a given time provides an estimate of the rate of heat

n = 1_2__-

9
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I

' [theat d
Ec,tot = -7r~kw Jo dX(T w(O, t) -TJ dt (30)

where T w(O, t) is the time dependent temperature distribution in the wire near the point of
contact with the sample. Expanding this expression gives:

j ~~(aL)

theat+-

sinh (aL)

~ (exp (-ro;theaU -1)]

5.:~.3 Coiling effects

10

2 t (nn/L)2
L n=l ~ (nii1i)2
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Environment

~
Sample ~~ T = TsO at r=rs

~

Fjgure 3 Cross section of thermistor wire in contact with sample.

(i:1 half the surface area of the wire is in contact with the sample,

(iil) a steady state temperature distribution exists within the wire,

(~ii) the temperature along the length of wire in contact with the sample is approximately
constant (that is, the wire is a very efficient conductor of heat), and,

J.

(i1V) conductive heat losses between the wire and the sample do not vary with angle about
..the wire axis,

then, the radial temperature distribution, T s(r), in the sample at a distance r from the centre
oj: the wire satisfies Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates, that is:

V2T 5(r) = 0

w'here T sO is the temperature at the centre of the sample (taken to be at r = rs, assumed fixed),
Tw is the surface temperature of the wire, and rs and rw are the radii of the sample and wire
rE~spectively. The total conductive heat flow, dE / dtlc,s, from the wire back into the sample for
tins temperature distribution can then be found using equation (5) evaluated at r = rw with
tile temperature gradient ft. V(T s(r)-T so) expressed in cylindrical coordinates. The heat flow,
diE / dtlc,s, then has the form:
..c'l; dE

l" dt C,s = JC(T w -T so)

~rith the constant of proportionality JC given by:

nLcks

In(rw/rs)
1(=-

~,here Lc is the length of wire in contact with the sample and ks is the thermal conductvity of
tl1e sample.

11

Solving this equation and applying boundary conditions gives the following radial tempera-
hire distribution in the sample:
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In the experimental setup, Lc for each heating thermistor wire is 22cm and rw and rs are
3.78x10-3cm and 1.55cm respectively. Taking ks for graphite to be 0.05W cm-l K-1, the rate at
which energy is conducted from the wire back into the sample per K temperature difference (=
IC) is 0.574 WK-1. During the heating period, (Tw-T so) near the heating thermistor is typically
25 K which gives a value for dEl dtlc,s of 14.4 W. This value is several orders of magnitude larger
than the rate at which heat is lost from the sample along the uncoiled heating thermistor leads
during the heating period (- 10-4 W). This is still true even if the area of contact between the
wire and the sample is reduced to just 1% (equivalent to reducing rw by a factor of 50 in
the model). The value of dEldtlc,s during the heating period in this case is 9.4W. Of course,
no more heat can flow back into the sample than can flow into the thermistor end of the
wire. What actually happens is that the temperature falls rapidly along the length of wire in
contact with the sample, and thus assumption (ill) is not valid and the model does not apply.
Nevertheless, we conclude that only a small area of contact between the heating thermistor
wire and the sample is sufficient to ensure that essentially all the heat that flows into the wire
from the thermistor subsequently flows back into the sample, and is not lost.

RADIATION LOSSES TO SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT1-
3.).

"rhe net rate of heat loss by thermal radiation from the sample to the surrounding environment
may be estimated using the following expression (from equation (12»:

dE l 4 4-d = AsO'Fs(T s -Tj ) (39)
1 t r

"\There the factor Fs, for the sample suspended in the graphite enclosure, is taken to be (from

equation (13»:
1

Fs = (~)+(AJAj)(iTE1)-l] \~VJ

111 these equations, As is the total surface area of the sample (48.2 cm2) and Aj is the inner
s'urface area of the graphite jacket (326.7 cm2). The terms E.s and Ej are the corresponding
emissivities of the two surfaces which are taken to be 0.75 (= egraphite) and 0.05 (= EAI) respec-
tively. The emissivity for aluminium is chosen in the latter case since the inner surface of the
jalcket is completely covered with a sheet of aluminised mylar in the experimental setup. The
mylar sheet is assumed be in good thermal contact with the graphite jacket and to have negli-
gible heat capacity. Taking the average surface temperature of the sample (T s) to be 297.666 K
and of the jacket (Tj) to be 297.65 K (from Table 1), the net rate of radiative heat loss from the
sample is approximately 2.3 x 10-6 W cm-2 or 1.1 x 10-4 W from the whole surface. This value
is within an order of magnitude of the observed heat loss in the experimental measurements
(6.6 x 10-5 W derived from the data in Table 1).

On parts of the sample surface near the heating thermistor, the temperature difference be-
t\'reen the sample and jacket may be as high as 25 K during the heating period (depending on
tile thermal conductivities of the thermistor glass, heat sink, etc) resulting in radiative heat
losses of up to 4.1 X 10-3 W cm-2 from these areas. A significant proportion of the electrical
input energy may therefore be lost by radiation during this period. This loss, however, should
bE~ accounted for in the extrapolation of the temperature data (Section 7.2) if, as assumed in
this work, the surface temperature measured by the sensing thermistor closely matches the
average surface temperature of the sample. If the measured temperature is less than the av-
erage surface temperature (which is possible since the sample temperature is measured at
orlly one point on the surface), the extrapolated temperature rise of the sample will be under-
estimated thus giving a higher than normal value for it's specific heat capacity. One could

12
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find out whether this is in fact the case by determining the temperature distribution over
the sample surface during the heating period. The analysis, however, is quite difficult and
time-consuming and could not be done during the course of this work.

61 SUMMARY OF HEAT LOSSES

All the possible mechanisms of heat loss from the sample in the specific heat capacity mea-
Stlrements have now been analysed. These heat losses will be sununarised in this section and
tJ:leir magnitudes compared to determine which are the most dominant mechanisms in the
mleasurements. The heat lost from the sample in the experimental measurements is estimated
to be 6.6 x 10-5 W (from the observed post-heating temperature drift in Table 1).

Llosses by natural convection from the sample (and also from the connecting thermistor leads)
ruive been shown to be significant at atmospheric pressure. However, by evacuating the sys-
te~m to less than 10-6 mm Hg, as in the experimental setup, these losses are completely neg-
lij?;ible since convection cannot occur. This is similarly true for conduction losses (through
WLe air) between the sample (and leads) and the surrounding environment. In this case, the
a"erage rate of heat loss from the sample surface at atmospheric pressure is estimated to be
ml the range 0.8-1 x 1O-4W (with a peak loss of 2-4 x 1O-3W cm-2 near the heating thermistor
d'uring the heating period) whereas, at pressures of < 10-6 mm Hg, the average loss is only
7!x 10-9 W (2 X 10-7 W cm-2 near the heating thermistor).

Conduction losses from the sample along the connecting thermistor leads are much more
significant. Initially, these losses were estimated for two different steady state temperature
diistributions in each wire but it was subsequently shown that steady state conditions could
not exist in the wires during or soon after the heating period. The time dependent tempera-
hire distribution in the wires was therefore obtained. With this distribution, the conductive
h~~at losses along the sensing and uncoiled heating thermistor wires at the end of the heat-
irlg period (theat = 15 s) are estimated to be 5.8 x 10-7 Wand 6.5 x 10-4 W respectively. The
total energy conducted into each wire during this period is approximately 1.3 x 10-5 J and
1.8 x 10-2 J respectively: 4-6% of this energy is lost by radiation from the wires (assuming a
small emissivity).

~Then the heating thermistor leads are uncoiled (as initially assumed in the calculations), the
conductive heat losses along these wires during the heating period are very large (approxi-
II1lately 1100 times greater than the losses along the sensing thermistor wires) and are com-
piarable with the observed heat losses in the measurements. However, by coiling the heating
ttlermistor leads around the sample, as in the experimental setup, these losses are greatly re-
duced. In this case, virtually all of the heat lost by conduction into the heating thermistor
le'ads is conducted almost immediately back into the sample: the remaining length of wire in
contact with the sample is held at the sample temperature. The radiation losses from these
le~ads are therefore small for most of their length (with similar losses to the sensing thermistor
~'ires) except near the heating thermistor itself where losses during the heating period are
tllought to be slightly greater. To reduce these radiation losses to a minimum, the lengths of
wire between the heating thermistor and the sample should be kept as small as possible.

Radiation from the sample to the surrounding environment is by far the greatest source of
heat loss in the experimental measurements. The average rate of radiative heat loss from the
siimple surface is approximately 1.1 x 10-4 W with peak losses of up to 4.1 X 10-3 W cm-2 on
parts of the sample near the heating thermistor during the heating period. This is approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude greater than the conductive losses from the sample along the

13
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e:nclosed in an evacuated belljar held at a fixed environment temperature To. The inner and
outer surfaces of the graphite jacket and the inner surface of the belljar are completely covered
ill aluminised mylar which is assumed to be in good thermal contact with the graphite and
have negligible heat capacity. (If the thermal contact between the aluminised mylar and jacket
is; poor, then this system would act in a similar way to the sample/bag system analysed
ill Appendix 1). The model also assumes that the sample has a high thermal conductivity (i.e.
a negligible relaxation time) and that radiation is the only form of heat transfer. In identifying
tJlese model parameters with the measurement system, it is assumed that the temperature
measured by the sensing thermistor represents the average surface temperature of the sample.
This is not unreasonable since the heating and sensing thermistors are positioned 900 apart
on the cylindrical surface of the sample. With these assumptions, one may write down the
following four coupled differential equations which govern the rate of heat transfer in the

s~ystem:

Er,sj = ~ Ir,sj

Er,jo = ~~ Ir,jo

AsO'Fs([T s(t)]4 -[Tj(t)]4)=

= AoutjO"Fj([Tj(t)]4 -TO4)

Er,sj -Er,jo

Ein -Er,sj

"rith the factors Fs and Fj for the sample and jacket given by:

1
Fs =

(liEs) + (As I AinV[(11 EinV -1]

1
Fj =

(II E.outj) + (Aoutjl Ao)[(11 Eo) -1]

where:

Er,sj is the net rate of heat transfer by radiation between the sample and jacket,

Er,jO is the net rate of heat transfer between the jacket and belljar,

E;; is the rate at which the sample is heated, that is, the power input (assumed constant),

11;ls, mj are the masses of the sample and jacket,

Cs, Cj are the specific heat capacities of the sample and jacket,

A.s is the total surface area of the sample,

A.inj, Aoutj are the total inner and outer surface areas of the graphite jacket,

ALO is the total inner surface area of the belljar enclosure,

~. is the emissivity of the sample surface,

Binjl Eoutj are the emissivities of the inner and outer surfaces of the graphite jacket, and,

So is the emissivity of the inner surface of the belljar.

15
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Combining these four equations and rearranging gives the following two first-order linear
differential equations (for small temperature differences, that is, T s(t) = Tj(t) = To):

£X2) (Tj(t» ) = ( £X3

)fu T s(t) /33

which in matrix notation becomes:

r ( ~j(t) ) (al'1 T s(t) + f3t
I

where the parameters a1-a3 and J3I-fu are defined as follows:

4aTo3(FsAs + FjAoutj) 4<1T 04 F jAoutj
a3 = mjCj

40'To3FsAs Ein40'To3FsAs (51),-, ' .-' /33 =
mscs mscs mscs

l:'he general solution of this inhomogeneous system for Tj(t) and T s(t) has the form:

[3,=8,=-

(52)

~rhere 4 and L are the eigenvalues of the system, which are given by the following expres-

sion:
4 = ~ [(al + /32):!:: j(;~/32)2 -4(al/32 =~1,

eo" and e- are the corresponding eigenvectors, which have the form:

(53)

1
-(al- 4)/ a2

(54)e- =e+ =
1

-(CXl- L)/ CX2

aI1d C+ and C- are unknown constants determined by the boundary conditions. The equilib-
ri'llffi temperatures, T s,eqm and Tj,eqm, of the sample and jacket are given by:

(55)

1
't-=r

(56)1
4 = 4'

16

,al = mjCj

by a factor of lie.
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Fiigure 5 Variation of sample and jacket temperature with time: (a) during the heating
period, and (b) after the heating period.

1'0 obtain the actual variation of sample and jacket temperature during and after the heating
period, boundary conditions need to applied to the general solution to determine values for
t~e constants C+ and C_. H the sample and jacket are initially assumed to be at the same tem-
perature as the environment (To), then C+ and C- have values of 6.245 x 10-2 K and -1.395 K
dluring the heating period, and the temperature distributions of these components typically
l1lave the form shown in Figure 5(a). A sample heating time, theat, of 15.0 s has been used
Ul1 this model with a power input, Eint of 39.0mW (from Table 1). In this case, the equilib-
rium temperatures of the sample and jacket, T s,eqm and Tj,eqm, are 304.589 K and 298.983 K
r,espectively, and the environment temperature To is 297.650 K. From these distributions, one
can see that the sample temperature increases more or less linearly during the heating period
to 297.666K (a rise of 16.323mK) whereas, the temperature of the graphite jacket remains
virtually constant (due to its much larger heat capacity).

l'he total energy lost by radiation from the sample surface, Er,tot, during the heating period
I]tlay be inferred from these temperature distributions using the following expression (for
small temperature differences):

Er,tot = 40'T o3FsAs ktheat

(T 

s(t) -Tj(t)) dt (57)

where Fs is given by equation (45), and T s(t) and Tj(t) are the temperature distributions of
the sample and jacket with time during heating. In this model, Er,tot has a value of 8.54 x
]0-4}. The total energy deposited into the sample is approximately 0.585} (Ein X theaV and so
alpproximately 0.15% of this energy is lost by radiation during the heating period.

l:'he temperature distributions of the sample and jacket after the heating period are shown in
I~igure 5(b). These are obtained by assuming the initial temperatures of the sample and jacket
are equal to their values at the end of the heating period, that is, 297.666 K and 297.650 K
respectively. In this case, Ein = 0 and the constants C+ and C- have values of -1.842 x 10-4 K
cmd 1.845x10-4 K respectively. Both T s,eqm and Tj,eqm are equal to the environment temperature
:r 0, as one would expect. As can be seen, the temperature of the sample gradually decreases
"vith time after heating has been removed due to the radiative heat losses from the sample
surface. The temperature of the jacket, however, has not changed from its equilibrium value.

17
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Figure 6 Linear least-squares fit to post-heating sample temperature data and corre-
sponding residuals for the sample/jacket model.

7.2 EXTRAPOLATION OF DATA

Having determined the variation of sample temperature with time after the heating period,
extrapolation techniques similar to those used in the experimental measurements will now be
used to determine the 'measured' temperature rise of the sample ~T s,m- In the measurements,
the sample temperature is recorded at 0.4 s intervals before, during and after the heating
iperiod. The effect of heat losses are then eliminated by both linear and quadratic extrapolation
of the pre-heating and post-heating temperature drifts to obtain the sample temperatures at
l:he time during the heating period corresponding to the midpoint temperature rise. The
'measured' temperature rise of the sample is then the difference between these extrapolated
t:emperatures.

~rhe temperature rise of the sample in the model is obtained by first evaluating the post-
heating sample temperature distribution at 0.4 s intervals over the range 40-240 s after the end
of the heating period. This is the range typically used in the measurements for extrapolation
of the post-heating data. Applying a linear least-squares fit to this data and extrapolating back
to the midpoint heating time (3) (in this case, to t = -theat /2 s) gives a sample temperature of
297.666 K. Since there is no pre-heating temperature drift in the model (both sample and jacket
are assumed to be initially at the same temperature as the environment, that is, 297.650K),
tJl1e 'measured' temperature rise of the sample ~T s,m is therefore 16.341 mK. With a quadratic
least-squares fit, ~T s,m is 16.347 mK. Both the linear and quadratic fits to the post-heating
sample temperature distribution and their residuals are shown in Figures 6 and 7. As can
be seen, the residuals of quadratic fit are two orders of magnitude smaller than the linear fit
over the whole range of times considered with both sets of residuals increasing only slightly
near the beginning of the post-heating period. With no random noise in the temperature data,

(3)The midpoint heating time is used as the extrapolation point in the model whereas the midpoint
tE~mperature rise was used in the measurements. According to the model, the temperature of the
sclmplehas increased by 16.323mKby the end of the heating period (from Section 7.1), and has reached
it's midpoint temperature (B.162mK) after 7.495s. The difference between this time and the midpoint
heating time (7.5 s) represents a change in ~T s.m of around 10-8 K, and so using midpoint heating time
mstead of midpoint temperature rise in the model makes no significant difference. One should note,
however, that this analysis assumes a negligible time delay between the heat being applied to the
sa.mple and the corresponding temperature rise being detected by the sensing thermistor.

18
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Figure 7

one would therefore expect the quadratic fit to produce a slightly better estimate of sample
b~mperature rise than the linear fit.

1'he rate at which the sample temperature decreases after heating (due to radiation losses)
nlay be estimated from the slope of the linear fit. This has a value of 0.186 mK min-I or
1.138 x 10-2 mK min-I (L\T s,m)-1 after normalising by the sample temperature rise. The corre-
sponding experimental post-heating drift of the sample (after correcting for any pre-heating
tl~mperature drift) is typically 6.711 x 10-3 mK min-I (L\T s,m)-1 using the data given in Table 1.
1'hus the model used in this work and the actual measurement system agree to within about
a factor of two.

lne expected temperature rise of the sample, AT s,exp' for a system with no heat losses is ob-
tia.ined using the following expression:

(58)~T s,exp = theat

(

tin)~

and for this model dT s,exp has a value of 16.346mK. The difference between both 'measured'
temperature rises and the expected rise are therefore very small (0.03% with the linear fit
amd less than 0.01 % with the quadratic fit). One can therefore conclude that the corrections
that need to be applied to the extrapolated temperature rise to obtain the actual temperature
rise of the sample in the measurements are 1.0003 and 0.9999 for the linear and quadratic
fits respectively. Since the model is believed to be a good representation of the sample/jacket
measurement system (to within a factor of two), the uncertainty in each correction is estimated
to be 0.01% (at 95% C.L.). Both these corrections are in fact much smaller than the estimated
overall uncertainty in the experimental measurements (approximately 0.12% at 95% C.L.) and
SiO can more or less be ignored.

CONCLUSIONSI~

'[he major source of heat loss in the measurements of specific heat capacity with the sam-
ple/jacket system is by radiation from the sample to the surrounding environment. The rate
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of heat transfer by this process is at least 100 times greater than the rate by any other mecha-
nism of heat loss from the sample.

Analysis of the measurement system using a more realistic model (in which radiation is the
only form of heat loss) indicates that corrections to extrapolated temperature rise are required
to obtain the expected temperature rise of the sample. A correction of 1.0003 :t 0.0001 (95%
C.L.) is required when a linear fit is used in the extrapolation and a correction of 0.9999:t0.000l
(95% C.L.) is required with a quadratic fit. In each case, the midpoint heating time was used
as the extrapolation point instead of midpoint temperature rise (which was used in the experi-
mental measurements). This makes no significant difference to the extrapolated temperatures.
Assuming that the sample temperature at the position of the sensing thermistor is an accurate
representation of the mean surface temperature of the sample (particularly during the heating
period), these corrections account for all radiation losses in the measurement system. Exami-
nation of the post-heating temperature drifts also indicate that the sample/jacket model and
the actual measurement system agree to within a factor of two.

Two other measurement systems considered during the course of the work have also been
investigated (Appendix 1). Radiation losses from the sample surface are again the greatest
:50urce of heat loss in these systems but are larger in magnitude than in the sample/jacket
:;ystem. The use of a second enclosure around the sample (with a large heat capacity) therefore
1:ends to minimise the radiation losses from the sample.

Corrections to the extrapolated temperature rise of the sample are also required for each of
these measurement systems. For the sample/mylar bag system, a correction of 1.0027:t0.0003
(95% C.L.) is required when a linear fit is used in the extrapolation and a correction of 1.0036:t
0.0003 (95% C.L.) is required with a quadratic fit. For the sample without any form of enclo-
sure, a correction of 1.0024:t 0.0002 (95% C.L.) is required when a linear fit is used. With
a quadratic fit, however, the correction required is negligible. In both cases, the model and
El1easurement system agree to within 10%.
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Appendix 1 Other measurement systems

Two other experimental setups similar to the sample/jacket system were used during the
course of the work to experimentally determine the specific heat capacity of the graphite
sample. One setup used an aluminised mylar bag instead of the graphite jacket to completely
enclose the sample inside the evacuated belljar. The bag was attached to the connecting ther-
mistor leads and arranged such that there was no contact between the bag and sample surface.
The other setup had no form of enclosure around the sample except the evacuated belljar.
Analysis of the individual heat loss mechanisms in these systems using the same techniques
as before (Sections 4 and 5) again indicated that radiation losses from the sample were by far
the greatest source of heat loss in the experimental measurements. Each of these measure-
ment systems will now be analysed using a more realistic model in this appendix (in a similar
way to the sample/jacket system in Section 7) to determine whether any correction to the
:measured temperature rise is required.

Al.l Sample enclosed in an aluminised mylar bag

~rhe model that will be used for this setup is shown in Figure Al.1 and is very similar to
that used in Section 7 for the sample/jacket system. It consists of a graphite sample, with an
average surface temperature T s(t), enclosed in an aluminised mylar bag (of negligible thick-
ness) at temperature T b(t), which is completely enclosed in an evacuated belljar held at a fixed
E!nvironment temperature To. The inner surface of the belljar is again completely covered in
aluminised mylar and is assumed to be in good thermal contact with this surface. The model
also assumes that the sample has a high thermal conductivity and that the measured temper-
ature of the sample represents the average surface temperature. With radiation assumed to be
tJ1e only form of heat transfer in the system, one may write down the following two coupled
first-order differential equations for the temperature distributions of the sample and bag (in
tl1e same way as in Section 7.1 for the sample/jacket system):

~'here the parameters al-a3 and /31-/33 are defined as follows:

40'To3Fs~4crT o3FsAs Ein
.-/32=

mscs mscs mscs

T],e factors F sand Fb for the sample and bag in these equations are given by:

/33=B, =-

1
Fs =

(1/ es) + (As/ Ab)[(l / Eb) -1]
1

Fb =
(1/~) + (Abl Ao)[(11 eo) -1]

al1td'

Em is the rate at which the sample is heated (that is, the power input),
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Graphite sample

Aluminised mylar sheet

Figure AI.I Model of the sample/mylar bag measurement system used to determine
the variation of sample and bag temperature with time. Radiation is the
only form of heat transfer in the system.

77I[SI mb are the masses of the sample and mylar bag,

Cs., Cb are the specific heat capacities of the sample and mylar bag,

As, Ab are the total surface areas of the sample and mylar bag,

Ao is the total inner surface area of the belljar enclosure,

~;, tb are the emissivities of the sample and mylar bag surfaces, and,

E(I is the emissivity of the inner surface of the belljar.

The general solution of this system has a similar form to that for the sample/jacket system,
fuat is:

I' T b,eqm

T s,eqm
+ C+ exp (-4t) e+ + C- exp (-Lt) e-=

where 4 and A- are the eigenvalues of the system, e+ and e- are the corresponding eigen-
vlectors, and C+ and C- are unknown constants determined by the boundary conditions. The
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for this system have the same form as for the sample/jacket
s~{stem (equations (53) and (54» but with the parameters CXl-cx3 and /31-/33 defined as in
e~:Juations (61) and (62). The equilibrium temperatures, T s,eqm and Tb,eqm, of the sample and
bag are given by:

Evaluating the eigenvalues for the sample/bag system using typical experimental data gives
values for 4 and A- of 3.20 x 10-2 S-l and 1.96 x 10-4 S-l respectively. The corresponding
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time constants, 'r+ and 't'_, therefore have values of 31.3 sand 5.10 x 103 S. 'r+ is more than two
,orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding value for the sample / jacket system (5.1 x
103 s), and is now comparable to the typical heating times encountered in the experimental
Imeasurements. One would therefore expect the temperature of the mylar bag to increase
1;ignificantly towards its equilibrium value during the heating period. Similarly, 't'- is also
1;ignificantly smaller than the corresponding asymtopic value for the sample/jacket system.
"[he time constant 'r+ therefore represents the time for the mylar bag to reach equilibrium with
the sample in this system, and 't'- is the time for the sample and bag to cool together to the
E~nvironment temperature.

If the sample and bag are initially assumed to be at the same temperature as the environ-
ment, then the temperature distributions of the sample and bag during the heating period
typically have the form shown in Figure A1.2(a). Here, Ein = 78.0mW and theat = 15s, and
the enviroment temperature To is fixed at 305.15K. The parameters C+ and C- have values of
2.465 x 10-2K and -4.023K respectively, and, Ts,eqm and Tb,eqm are 315.750K and 309.149K.
1'he sample temperature in the model again increases more or less linearly during the heating
p'eriod to approximately 305.181 K. The temperature of the mylar bag enclosure also increases
s:lightly particularly towards the end of the heating period (unlike the jacket enclosure in the
si3.mple/jacket system where the heat capacity of the enclosure is much larger). The total en-
ergy lost from the sample by radiation during the heating period, Er,tot, is typically 2.62x 10-3 J
(1lSing equation (57) with T b(t) instead of Tj(t)). The energy input is 1.170 J (Ein X theaJ and so
a:pproximately 0.22% of the energy deposited in the sample is radiated in this system.

The temperature distributions of the sample and bag after the heating period in this model
alre shown in Figure Al.2(b). In this case, Ein = 0, T s,eqm = Tb,eqm = To, and C+ and C- have
v,alues of-9.397xl0-3K and 1.182xl0-2K respectively. As soon as heating has been removed,
the sample temperature gradually decreases towards the environment temperature, whereas
the bag temperature continues to increase for approximately 150 s after the end of the heating
p,eriod. This behaviour is primarily due to the bag enclosure having such a small heat capacity.
Icleally, the heat capacity of the enclosure should be several orders of magnitude larger than
that of the sample (as in the sample/jacket system) so that any change in the behaviour of the
sample has no significant influence on the surrounding enclosure.
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Figure Al.3 Linear least-squares fit to post-heating sample temperature data and corre-
sponding residuals for the sample/mylar bag model.

The 'measured' temperature rise of the sample, ~T s,m, in the model may be estimated us-
lllg extrapolation techniques similar to those used in the experimental measurements. The
methods that were used for this system are the same as those used for the sample/jacket sys-
b~m and are discussed in Section 7.2. Applying a linear least-squares fit to the post-heating
si~mple temperature data in the model and extrapolating back to the midpoint heating time
gives a sample temperature of 305.181 K. With no pre-heating temperature drift in this model
(both sample and bag initially assumed to be at the environment temperature To), the 'mea-
slLlred' temperature rise of the sample ~T S,m is 31.178mK. This temperature rise is twice the
rJlse observed in the model of the sample/jacket system because the power input here has
been doubled. The value obtained for ~T S,m with a quadratic fit is 31.208 mK. The linear and
quadratic fits to the post-heating sample data and their residuals are shown in Figures A1.3
and A1.4, and, as can be seen, the residuals in both cases are again very small over the fitted
r,mge of values but they are substantially larger near the beginning of the post-heating period
(cmd at least one order of magnitude greater than in the sample/jacket model). This would
llldicate that a larger correction to the extrapolated temperature rise is required in this system.

Ihe post-heating temperature drift of the sample in the model may be estimated from the
s:lope of the linear fit. This has a value of 0.361 mKmin-1 or 1.158 x 10-2 mKmin-1 (L\T s,m)-l
~nd compares with a corrected experimental post-heating drift of 0.329 mK min-l or 1.048 x
110-2 mK min-1 (L\T s,rn)-l. Again, there is reasonable agreement between the model and the
actual measurement system, this time to within 10%.

l'he expected temperature rise of the sample, AT s,exp' in the model (with no heat losses) is
31.291 mK (using equation (58». The extrapolated temperature rise using a linear fit is thus
"pproximately 0.36% less than the expected rise, and using a quadratic fit, approximately
d.27% less than the expected rise. These discrepancies are much greater than the estimated
d,verall uncertainty in the experimental measurements (0.12% at 95% C.L.) and so a correction
I1t\ust be applied to the measured temperature rise of the sample to obtain the expected value.
l~e correction factor with a linear fit is therefore 1.0036 and with a quadratic fit is 1.0027.
5.ince the model and measurement system agree to within 10%, the uncertainty in each factor
i:s perhaps 0.03% (at 95% C.L.).
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Quadratic least-squares fit to post-heating sample temperature data and
corresponding residuals for the sample/mylar bag model.

]~igure Al.4

Sample without an enclosureJ\1.2

1'he model shown in Figure Al.5 will be used here to investigate the behaviour of this system.
1'he analysis will be much simpler than before since one only needs to consider the temper-
ature distribution of the sample. The model consists of a graphite sample, with an average
s1L1rface temperature T s(t) and negligible relaxation time, completely enclosed in an evacuated
belljar held at a constant temperature To. The inner surface of the belljar is lined with alu-
nlinised mylar assumed to be in good thermal contact and radiation is assumed to be the only
form of heat transfer. The two differential equations governing the rate of heat flow in the

model are as follows:

Er,so = ~ Ir,so= AsO'Fs([T S(t)]4 -T 04)

Ein -Er,so =

where the factor Fs for the sample is given by:

1 (69)F -~- -
(1/ es) + (As/ Ao)[(l/ E.o) -1]

and'

m:; is the mass of the sample,

Cs is the specific heat capacity of the sample,

Ai; is the total surface area of the sample,

Ao is the total inner surface area of the belljar enclosure,

~ is the emissivity of the sample surface, and,
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Graphite sample

Aluminised mylar sheet

}1igure Al.5 Model of the measurement system without any form of enclosure around
the sample (except the belljar). Radiation is the only form of heat transfer
in the system.

~o is the emissivity of the inner surface of the belljar.

Combining these two equations and rearranging gives the following first-order linear differ-
ential equation (when T s = To):

vlhere the parameters a} and a2 are defined as:

4aT o3FsAs
al = I

mscs

1he general solution to this equation for the temperature distribution of the sample has the
form:

Ts(t) = Ts,eqm + Cexp (-At)

~,here the equilibrium temperature of the sample T s,eqm and the decay constant for the distri-
bution A are given by:

A = a}a2
Ts,eqm =~'

Evaluating A using typical values encountered in the experimental measurements gives a
value of 5.31 x 10-4 S-1 and thus the time constant 'r of the sample is 1.88 x 103 s. This is two
orders of magnitude greater than typical heating times and thus one would expect the sample
temperature to increase only slightly towards its equilibrium value during the heating period.
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It is also much smaller than the asymtopic time constants (1"_) in the sample/jacket and sam-
pJ:e/bag systems. The rate at which the system cools towards the environment temperature
ajter the heating period is therefore expected to be much greater for this system.

'nle temperature distribution of the sample during the heating period typically has the form
stlown in Figure A1.6(a) (assuming that the sample and environment are initially at the same
temperature). With Ein = 76.5 mW, theat = 15s and To = 304.9K, the unknown constant C has a
v~uue of -3.856 K and the equilibrium temperature of the sample T s,eqm is 308.756 K. As can be
se~en from this distribution, the temperature of the sample again rises almost linearly during
tllie heating period. The total energy lost from the sample by radiation during this period is
es:timated to be 4.56 x 10-3 J (using equation (57». Approximately 0.40% of the input energy
(1.148 J) is therefore radiated which is almost twice the energy radiated in the sample/bag
s~'stem (- 0.22%) is radiated). This suggests that the presence of a second enclosure around
tIi.e sample tends to significantly reduce radiative heat losses.

After the heating period, the temperature distribution of the sample has the form shown in
Figure Al.2(b). Here tin = 0, Ts,eqm = To and the constant C has a value of 3.060 x 10-2K. The
sa,mple temperature gradually decreases with time towards the environment temperature due
to radiative heat losses from the sample surface.

T]1e 'measured' temperature rise of the sample, AT s,m, in the model is obtained as before using
e):trapolation techniques similar to those used in the experiments (Section 7,2). With a linear
least-squares fit applied to the post-heating temperature data, the extrapolated temperature
at the midpoint heating time is 304.931 K. The 'measured' temperature rise AT s,m is therefore
30.643 mK (since there is no pre-heating drift in the model and the sample is initially assumed
to be at the same temperature as the environment). With a quadratic fit, AT s,m is 30.716 mK.
T]1e linear and quadratic fits to the post-heating sample data and their residuals are shown in
Fjgures A1.7 and A1.8. As can be seen, the residuals associated with the quadratic fit are at
least one order of magnitude smaller than those as~ociated with the linear fit particularly at
tl1le beginning of the post-heating period. The quadratic fit should therefore produce a much
better estimate of the expected temperature rise of the sample.

'nhe post-heating temperature drift of the sample in this model is obtained from the slope of
tl'le linear fit and has a value of 0.905 mK min-1 or 2.953 x 10-2 mK min-1 (~T s,m)-l. The mea-
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Fligure Al.7 Linear least-squares fit to post-heating sample temperature data and corre-
sponding residuals for the sample without enclosure model.

Fiigure Al.8 Quadratic least-squares fit to post-heating sample temperature data and
corresponding residuals for the sample without enclosure model.
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sIlled post-heating drift is 0.843mKmin-l or 2.749mKmin-l (~T s,m)-l (after correction for
pre-heating drift) and is within 10% of the model value. These drift values are 2-3 times
gJreater than the post-heating temperature drifts observed in the sample/jacket and sam-
ple/bag measurement systems thus confirming that heat losses tend to be reduced when the
sample has some form of enclosure.

11~e expected temperature rise of the sample, dT s,exp' (with no heat losses) is 30.718mK (us-
mlg equation (58». The 'measured' temperature rise in this model with a linear fit is therefore
0.24% less than the expected rise. This is larger than the estimated uncertainty in the experi-
miental measurements (0.12% at 95% C.L.) and so a correction of 1.0024 needs to be applied to
the measured temperature rise of the sample in this case. With a quadratic fit, however, the
dilscrepancy between the extrapolated temperature rise in the model and the expected rise is
< 0.01%. The correction required in this case is negligible « 1.0001) and can be ignored since
tl1tis difference is much smaller than the experimental uncertainty. The agreement between
tl1le model and the measurement system is better than 10% and so the uncertainty in each
correction is perhaps 0.02% (at 95% C.L.).
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